A discussion on boundary issues between licensed grant holders with regards to conditions for use of area licensed for agriculture, grant marketing and extension of acreage without permission. Recommendation to Selectboard by 02/01/2022

R. Taylor started the discussion on boundary issues. Asked if anyone had any experience with boundary conflicts with their neighbors. Grant owners discussed some issues going on now and took the team through what to expect. Topics were as follows: Cost for professional surveys – 3K, should transfers be surveyed, using gps, minutes/seconds to decimal/degrees, Slade having maps and boundary points on every grant. Disputes with constable must be resolved by professional survey, grant inspections include using GPS to determine boundary points, Nancy will ask her consultant if they can load information from Slade into GPS system. Boundary points to grant owners.

After lengthy discussion the team made changes to regulation 7.23. T.Siggia made motion to have N. Civetti review changes to regulation7.23 with town counsel, Z.Dixon 2nd, all in favor 5-0.

Next meeting – February 9, 6PM
Dave Seitler informed the team he would like to rejoin the SAB.
Meeting ended at 8:10PM